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lies and 
schools 
BY DEBORAH W. MEIER 

I T IS not hyperbole to say that 
today's school1 reform debate 
is critical to our national des- 

tiny. The challenge is a thrilling 
one: to make every child the pos- 
sessor of a kind of intellectual 
competence once available to only 
a small minority. 
This inspiring - and new - 

task means granting all young cit- 
izens the conviction that they can 
have wonderful ideNlinvent the- 
ories, analyze evidence and make 
their personal mark on this most 
complex world. Such a transfor- 
mation of the idea of why chil- 
dren go to school would in turn 
transform the American work- 
place, a s  well as the, very nature 
of American democratic life. 

Yet given the opportunity to 
join in this exciting debate, the 
public has offered responses that 
are often troublingly sour and 
cynical. Citizens have largely dis- 
missed any hope that their ideas 
on education might be heard and 
implemented. Most discussion 
now takes place within the most 
narrow professional and policy- 
making circles. Why? 
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Getting over the 'golden days' 
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' The answer lies in a story the nation tells itself so 
$ forcefullyand so often that mere historical fact has 
$ little power to intervene: the myth that, in the past, 

schools taught more effectively and children 
learned more. And this myth of the past, in turn, 

5 props up some equally pernicious myths of the 
j present and hobbles our national discussion of the 

future. The-widely held view that our public school ? system has declined from some golden past is -- 
ing some .serious mischief. The ground must be 
cleared of such myths and lies. 

In fact, until World War I1 the average American , 

did not graduate from high school. Most teen-agers 
were expected to leave school for unskilled or semi- 
skilled work. The average American attended 

that the alleged decline in educational standards 
caused America's lack of international competitive- 
ness - as though it were illiteracy on the assembly 
line that undid Detroit! 

If the late 1970s were an era of malign neglect of 
education, schools were fortunately rediscovered 
by policy-makers in the 1980s - though not with- 
out a heavy dose of myth as well. Former Education 
Secretary William Bennett's celebrated "NAtion a t  
Risk" critique, and a dozen equally dire reports, 
scared/everyone silly with their message of alleg- 
@y declining standards. 

State governments responded with a flurry of 
"get tough," topdown legislation, which included 
competency tests for teachers, minimum-grade re- 
quirements for sports participation and revocation 
or refusal of driver's licenses for dropouts. Legisla- 
tion also included, at times, better compensation for . . 

.; school for only nine years, &d 20 percent anended teachers. 
2.- for less than four. 

In the 1940s, even elite, "talented" students rare ' 

ly took more 'than two years of high school math, , '- ' - .I - science or history, and virtually none took calculus 
- a college course in those days, but today su6h a 

t staple of moderately advanced high school seniors I L-. - 1 
- that it was a dramatic. proof of Jaime Escalaqte's 
. , pedagogic success in the movie "Stand and Deliver." 

The hard data concerning what students "used to 
- know" about history and science defy the casual 
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recent ,study by Dale; whit&@on-winter h Ameri- 
can Educational research Journal compared how i( 
ivell 17-year-olds from the 1930s until today an- 
swered questions concerrung the names of presi- 
dents, the dates of .wars, the laws of science and 
other basic information. There was virtually no I[ r!/ 
change in the past 50 years - and the students 
tested in those earlier years were overall a far more 
elite group than today's general student body. 

Equal educafion acknowledged In '60s 
It was not until the 1960s that the nation first 

acknowledged, at least rhetorically, the obligation 
to educate all students equally. And rather than 3 

accept the idea that educating all children wen was 

con1 
and 

rersational 
the left - . litani ,,- heard - concemp; our 
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'ignorant. 
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a taik as complex as 'going to the moon, and would 
require enormous financial resources as well as a 
revolution in the ,way -we organized teaching and. 
learning, the nation quickly turned its back. 

As Jonathan Kozol recently reminded us in his 
powerful book "Savage Inequalities," America c r e  
.ated a revolution of rising expectations among 
those most in need while depriving them of precise- 
ly the resources offered those least in need. / ;ET~ 60. WE'LL C R A B  H A L F  
; The myth of a golden educational past allowed 
-manv to ienore the recilitv of inadeauate commit- 
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heni and -crushed expecbtions for* nearly three 
decades. But some myths of the present were need- t ~ 1 ~ 6 6 5 ,  A N D  C 
ed as well. If schools are broken, who is at fault? * S I S T E R  4cf  -IT / m ~ o ~ ~ h ~ 8 , t  '1 
The scaDeaoats are the usual s u s ~ c t s :  teachers' 
.unions, *w: drugs, divorce, "dive&ity" (read: too 
;many African-ktericans and Latinos), welfare, 
,.permissiveness, single motherhood, sexual revolu- ' 

.tion, 'feminism,~lati@sm, lack of patriotism l'hq?? , m&plicatiop is cleariJust toss out .those troublemak- 
ers. and the7task of -creatim nbod schools is no, bin I 



- 
ducational standdards By the middle of the decade, governors, private 
national competitive; and corporate foundation heads, and state and fed- 
!racy on the assembly erat education policy leaders moved on to broader . I/ . plans',for systematic, structural reform - soon 
a of malign neglect of kn0wnf.h the education business as "the second 
unatelv rediscovered wave." 
s - thbugh not with- 
fell. Former Education 
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lnv+ng r whole new system 
Priu'ately, though rarely publicly, such leaders 

and the think tanks behind them - the National 
Alliance of Business, the Carnegie Corporation, the 
Education Commission of the States, for example - 
acknowledged that the problem was not restoring 
olcl standards but inventing a new system, making 
fundamental, "bottom-up" changes. They argued 
for-the need to involve teachers and parents and 
avoid blame-placing. They revived John Dewey's 
pre-World War Il proposals for progressive educa-. 
tion, dressing them up in new language and quoting - .- 

new research, focusing on different forms of govir--;, 
nance that paid heed to the role of parents and-' 
teachers, as well as on students' critical "higher-or- 
der thiqking" in contrast to rote memorization. 2 But the think tankers' talk of reform play& 
poorly. The proposed changes were generally rez: 
sisted by bureaucrats, teachers, school boards and 
unions - and were viewed with suspicion by par- . 
ents and students as well. , ,  

Given this climate of resistance, two simpler re- !' 
fonn ideas arose among educational opinion-leaden . - - ideas that were seemingly easier to enact but . 
that spoke to a more cynical and despairing vision. 
One solution lay in increasing the power of profes- - 
sional experts at the state and federal levels to.1. 
require school reform, whatever local communities *...- 
might say about it. The other solution was to aban- '.-' 
don public control altogether in favor of the magic I . .  

of the marketplace. Either local control or pub1ic.l. 
control (or both!) must go because, today's impa-: 
tient reformers argue, they impede needed change-: .' 

By 1960, Dewey's progressive vision of schools 1. . 
for democracy had lost out and efficiency-driven, 
rigidly tracked schools won the day. The nation's . 
schools are now at another such pivotal moment.'h, 
Holding fast to the democratic promise of educationh. .. 
requires a steadfast belief in the process of democ- ei 
racy, warts and all. It requires rejecting both the-?: 
dictatonhip of the marketplace and the dictator->; 
ship of the expert. - 4;k 
Those committed to public schools must confront: 

the public's cynicism head-on. Schools, after all, are. 9 :  

but one example of a broader malaise: People are)$: 
cynical because they feel .they cannot influence:?, 
public life or democratic institutions. ,. 

The irony is that schools in fact stand as one of 
the few remaining institutions that can easily be. ,. 
influenced at the community level. The debate over Ir . 
education reform belongs in local communities. Onlyl 
such a community-centered debate will restore the . - 
public's sense that it has a stake in public sehools. . , 

Most of all, since democratic schools are impossi-be., 
ble without an aware and supportive public, their!. 
defense requires us al l  to tell the public the truth.. , . 
Schools never did the needed job for many people. .. 
Most  Americans didn't get the education they de- : 
served. The nation tolerated it as long as the won& . . 
my offered the poorly educated a measure of dig- . . 
nity and hope through unskilled or semiskilled in- ,, 
dustrial work. But the fact remains that schools I ,  - 
sold short those Americans who were not members * 
of the elite. Schools did the job they were asked to.. 
do - but they've never before done what is needed . 
today. 

If America can commit itself to this next. task - : 
educating all children well - the historic promise 
of free public schooling will be fulfilled. It doesn't 
require a nationalized cumculum backed by a high- 
stakes testing program that falsely promises order . 
and control; or a privatized market-driven system 
offering the illusion of freedom and individuality. 

What it requires is tough but doable: generous 
resources, thoughtful and steady work, respect for 
the diverse perspectives of the people who work in 
and attend our schools and, finally, sustained public 
interest .in and tolerance for the process of rein- 
vention. Nothing else will do it. And this time, let's 
get the story straight. I 


